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What is The CAC
●

The Centre for Advanced Computing (CAC) at Queen's University supports
the research community by providing access to innovative digital research
infrastructure (DRI).

●

The CAC delivers high performance, and highly secure computing, supporting
hundreds of Canadian research groups, comprising thousands of researchers
working in a variety of fields.

●

Our mission is to empower researchers to conduct world-class leading
research by enabling Digital Research Infrastructure (DRI) services that
advance research outcomes, collaborations, and impacts.
https://cac.queensu.ca/

Digital Research Infrastructure (DRI)

RAC: Resource Allocation Competition
●
●

Annual competition for allocation of compute(and cloud) resource on Alliance
clusters
Two application streams: RRG and RPP

Available Compute Resources
Cluster

# of CPUs

# of GPUs

Beluga

~32,000

V100: 680

Narval

~73,200

A100: 636

Niagara*/Mist

~81,000 (40 core)

V100: 216

Graham

41,548

P100: 320
V100: 56(16 gb)
V100: 16(32 gb)
T4 : 144

Cedar

94,528

P100: 584
V100: 768

Total

~316k

~3400

Accessing Compute Resources
CCDB Account

Default

Eligibility:

1 TB of /project space

be a faculty member at
a Canadian academic
institution;
AND
have an active
Federation account with
an Academic Principal
Investigator role
(Faculty, Adjunct Faculty
or Librarian).

20 TB of /scratch
Access to Cedar,
Beluga,Narval and
Graham
Opportunistic usage
No cloud resources

RAS

RAC

Additional storage on
/project and /nearline

RRG and RPP
competition

Can request cloud
resources

Allocation of:
● Compute
● Storage
● Cloud resource

Opportunistic usage

Who Should Apply for a RAC?
● Researchers who expect to use more resources than
what is typically available with a ‘Default’ allocation (50
core years, 10 GPU years, 10 TB storage) during the
next allocation cycle.
● Researchers who need access to Cloud based portals
HPC
●
●
●
●

CPU > 50 Core Years OR
GPU > 10 GPU Years OR
Project Storage > 10 TB OR
Nearline Storage > 10 TB

Cloud
●
●
●
●
●

Compute Cloud > 80 VCPU OR
Persistent Cloud > 25 VCPU OR
Volume & Snapshots > 1 TB OR
Shared Filesystem > 10 TB OR
Object Storage > 10 TB

RAC Guiding Principles
The RAC is guided by the following principles:
● all applications are given fair consideration through both a
scientific and technical review process;
● resources are awarded based on the merits of the computational
research project presented, rather than the merits of the overall
research program;
● there is no direct correlation between the amount of computational
resources needed and the quality (excellence) of the research
outcomes of a project - important research can be done with a small
amount of computational resources; and
● the challenges arising from the shortage of resources and other
constraints within the system are shared among all applicants.

RAC Scoring
All applications submitted to the RAC are peer-reviewed and scored.The
final RAC score is based on the following
● the scientific excellence of the specific research project for which
computational resources are being requested;
● the scientific feasibility of the proposed research project;
● the appropriateness of the resources requested to achieve the
project’s objectives;
● the likelihood that the resources requested will be efficiently used.
Every year a cutoff score is determined, below which no allocation is
granted, for RAC 2023, the minimum overall score required to receive an
allocation is 3.0.

Scoring Matrix
RAC applications are scored based on a 5-point scale as shown in the table below.
Applications with a score below 3.0 are considered unsuccessful and will not
be awarded.
Descriptor

Range

Definitions

Excellent

4.0 - 5.0

The application excels in all relevant aspects of the review criteria.
Any shortcomings are minimal.

Good

3.0 - 3.9

The application excels in most relevant aspects of the review
criteria and reasonably addresses all others. Certain
improvements are possible.

Fair

2.0 - 2.9

The application excels in some relevant aspects of the review
criteria. Relevant aspects could be better addressed and/or need
to be revised or improved.

Poor

1.0 - 1.9

The application broadly addresses relevant aspects of the review
criteria. Relevant aspects of the review criteria are unclear, are
missing or require major revisions or improvements .

Insufficient

0 - 0.9

The application fails to provide convincing information, has
serious inherent flaws or gaps and/or relevant aspects of the
review criteria are missing. Extensive revisions will be required.

RAC Application Process

RRG vs RPP
Resources for Research Groups

Research Platforms and Portals

The RRG is a peer-reviewed application
process for projects whose primary
purpose is to conduct research requiring
compute, storage and cloud resources to
meet their goals.

The RPP is a peer-reviewed application
process for projects whose primary
purpose is to provide a service through
scientific gateways that improve access to
shared datasets, enhance existing online
research tools and facilities, or advance
national or international research
collaborations.

● However, projects primarily needing
persistent instances in the cloud to
provide a service through a platform
or a portal should apply through the
RPP application process instead.

● However, projects primarily needing
compute resources in a cluster to
conduct research should apply
through the RRG process instead.

Note: Departmental Applications will not be accepted

Fast Track
●
●
●

Fast track(FT) application process is available by invitation only(emails were sent out
for this year)
PIs with an existing RRG award who meet the FT eligibility are allowed to submit a
lightweight progress report
No scientific review

Eligibility Criteria
●
●

RRG application must have received a score greater than or equal to 3.0
Can apply through FT process for upto 2 consecutive year, i.e,.for year-2 & 3

Change requests
●
●

10% increase in /project and /nearline space , capped at 50 TB of additional space
Change of resource location

Note: The amount of storage requested must include any existing storage allocation or data that you may
currently have in any of our clusters PLUS any new, additional storage needed. For example, if you are currently
using 50 TB of storage in any of our clusters and need an additional 50 TB, then the request should be for 100 TB.

Important Dates
Event

Date

Resources for Research Groups
(RRG) submissions
Fast Track Submissions

September 22 to November 2, 2022

Research Platforms and Portals
(RPP) submissions
Q&A Sessions – Everybody welcome

October 4, 2022 (English) – Register
October 5, 2022 (French) – Register

Annual RPP Progress Report
submissions

November 7 to December 7, 2022

Announcement of RAC 2023 results

Late March 2023

Implementation of RAC 2023 allocations

Early April 2023

New RRG Application

New RRG Application

New RRG Application

RRG Application Document

New Resource Request

Compute Request

Storage Request

Cloud Request

New RRG Application

New RPP Application

RAC Consultation
Applicants are encouraged to consult with a Federation staff prior to October 31, 2022, to
allow adequate time for support by technical staff.
1.

Advise the group on what process to apply: RPP, RRG/FastTrack. When in doubt,
ask the RAPAC (support@tech.alliancecan.ca)

2.

Understand the needs of a research group and their RAC project, and determine
whether those needs justify submitting a RAC application;

3.

Provide technical assistance with the calculation of the resources needed for a RAC
application;

4.

Be in the lookout for "departmental" applications, which will not be accepted, and flag
about it to the RAPAC committee if the application is submitted;

5.

Storage requests: explain to applicants that any storage request (including for Fast
Track) must include any allocation or existing data currently used in a cluster PLUS any
new space needed: some users only request the new space needed, which is not what
we want.

6.

Ask groups to use the Compute Calculator spreadsheet (links are included in the
templates) to estimate CPU and GPU needs.

RAC Consultation
7. Groups requesting IPs need to know that IPs are a very scarce resources and that we
may not be able to meet the demand.
8. Remind applicants that it is required to use the application template provided and
advice them on how to present the resource request justification for the resources
requested.
a.

IMPORTANT: there should be no discrepancies between the resources
requested in the attached document and the online form: in case of
discrepancy, the online form will prevail.

9. Applicants should mention in their application any previous experience they may have
doing computational research and/or using computational resources (with the Federation
or elsewhere).
10. Applicants are encouraged to mention in their application that they pre-consulted
with a Federation staff.
11. Warn PIs to carefully review their application before submitting, particularly it has
been delegated to someone else.
Advising applicants on how to present information about the science of their RAC
application is not part of this process.

New RPP Application
RPP projects typically involve cloud resources, usually through the
development of a front-end gateway on persistent virtual machines, with
possible backend compute either through cloud compute nodes or job-based
submission to the national clusters. Many platforms and portals also include
large databases.
Projects applying must:
1.

2.

provide a service to a larger research community via a set of cloud-based
tools, applications and/or data, thus enabling them to access national
computational resources via a common interface;
be able to develop, operate and manage the proposed portal or platform
with minimal support from the Federation.

Questions?

For More Information…
● Download this Slide Deck for this Q&A
● Link to 2023 RAC Application
Main RAC page on the Alliance website: Resource Allocation Competition
Application guidelines and documentation
RAC Application Guide
RRG application template (Word: English, French)
RPP application template (Word: English, French)
Fast Track application guide
Available Resources
FAQs (in translation)

CCV submission guide

National Platform Sites

Cedar
Narval
Niagara
Graham

RRG Evaluation Criteria
Criteria

Research Methods

Resource Management
and Expertise of the
Team

Weight

70%

30%

Considerations

Page limits

●
●
●
●
●

Research outline
Expected outcomes
Progress over the past years
Computational Methods
Resource Request Justification

6 Pages

●
●

Funding
Computational Expertise of the
Team
Management Strategy

2 Pages

●

RPP Evaluation Criteria
Criteria

Weight

Considerations
●

Project Justification

Resource Management
and Expertise of the
Team

50%

50%

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Page limits

Project description, Objective
and Goals
Use of Platform/Portal
Expected Outcomes
Progress Over the Past Year
Resource Request Justification

6 Pages

Funding
Computational Expertise of the
Team
Management Strategy

2 Pages

